Prima parte: 27, 28 e 29 Marzo 2017
Seconda parte: 3 e 4 Aprile 2017 (totale 24 ore)

Short Course on
Scientific writing and communication
by
Dr. Davide A.L. Vignati
(LIEC - UMR 7360, CNRS and Université de Lorraine – 57070 METZ – France)

Program:
- Introduction to the course, objectives, types of text, practical work on abstracts and short texts
- Reports and scientific articles: why, when and how
- Research projects: how to write a structured proposal
- Oral and poster presentations
- Figures, tables, editing and proofreading, elements of career management

Per informazioni e iscrizione contattare: DOCENTE DI RIFERIMENTO UNIMI elisabetta.erba@unimi.it